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What makes us different than our competition? At 
beMatrix we listen to your feedback to make our 
products better, faster, stronger and greener. We are 
always busy creating new innovations or adapting 
existing products to your needs. We brought 25 
new innovations on the market and are excited to 
present them to you. Let’s dive into it!
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The system
Glass frame

Glass as an infill is now also an option. Mounting becomes quick and easy with the glass frame. This 
innovative solution allows you to integrate a glass section in your design: the perfect eye-catcher, 
without too much hassle.

Our glass frame is also suitable for use with plexi 
and other types of infills, with a thickness between 
minimum 3 and maximum 16 mm. Please note 
thickness requirements may vary from country to 
country, depending on local regulations.

This welded frame offers all the advan-
tages of standard straight b62® frames, 
whilst you can still mount these frames 
next to and on top of each other, using 
your trusted beMatrix connectors.

True to our beMatrix DNA, this glass frame 
is fully compatible with your existing 
stock. The glass is mounted securely with 
the accompanying glass mounting set.

Next to the welded frame, you also have the option to build with loose profiles. Its main advantage: 
there are no visible profile edges between the glass sections. Important here though is to provide 
sufficient solidity around the glass, using, for example, a corner profile on top of the glass profiles.
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Perfect Corner & perfect U

Perfect
corner
(90°)

Standard width
248 mm 
496 mm

Standard height
Available in standard heights. 
Each height is a multiple of 62 mm.

Infills
Any type of panel (3 mm) or textile: 
straight panel, no V-groove needed

Art. nr
670 0248 ++++ 30 E
670 0496 ++++ 30 E

We have modified the perfect corner and perfect U where it’s possible to add 2 individual straight pa-
nels with only one small lip in the corner. To make this possible we had to make a new slot connector 
and a new suport profile. 

It’s now also possible to add Velcro on the profile. This way the inner panel is also supported. You can 
easily span 1 textile over the corner. 2 separate textiles is not possible with this frame, we refer you the 
textile square (614 ++++ 504) for that.

Perfect
U

Standard width
248 mm 
496 mm

Standard height
Available in standard heights. 
Each height is a multiple of 62 mm.

Infills
Any type of panel (3 mm) or textile: 
straight panel, no V-groove needed

Art. nr
671 0248 ++++ 30 E
671 0496 ++++ 30 E
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Toolless M8 pin connector

We changed all toolless M8 pin connectors and added an extra guiding shaft in order to insert it more 
faster and easier than ever before. This way you can win in time and work in a more efficient way. For 
the door pins we now have it in one piece in stead of two parts, so no more loss of components.

Parts
Fast Clamp connector (patent pending)

The Fast Clamp is the successor of the Toolless clamp, the 7th of its 
generation. Fast Clamp allows an even faster, easier, stronger and more 
sustainable toolless connection between two aluminium frames. What's 
different?

The first single one-hand connector
The push button on one side activates an ingenious locking mechanism. 
No more screwing! This will help stand builders reduce their assembling 
time by half without giving in to strength. After pushing the product in place, 
the only thing that still needs to happen is a short finetuning adjustment.

No need to dismantle anymore
Another time saving feature is that the Fast Clamp can be left in its posi-
tion - inside the frame - during transport and storage. 

Simplify stock management
The use of the Fast Clamp also simplifies stock management as it remains 
one piece. No individual parts can get lost or separated from each other. 

Fine adjustment

Push button

Moving clamps
Scan and see 
how it works!

Toolless M8 
Pin Connector Art. nr 901 2048 0066 E

Toolless M8 
Connector 
LEDskin® / 
Corner profiles

Art. nr 901 2048 0100 E

Toolless M8 
Pin Connector Art. nr 901 2049 0066 E

Toolless M8 
Connector 
LEDskin® / 
Corner profiles

Art. nr 901 2049 0100 E
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b186 cover + end piece

We created a new cover of 186mm to cover up a double wall with a width of 186mm. Corresponding 
to that we have an additional end piece to cover it up if you use two profiles in a corner. You can connect 
both parts with your frames with a cover clip or cover fixation.

b186 Cover Art. nr 650 ++++ D00 9090

End piece 
b186 Cover Art. nr 650 11 01

© DABA Expo

With this new cover 
you can also cover up 
te holes of your 186D 
Lightbox for a smooth 
finish of your design!
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Xtreme Solutions
beConstruct

Our new beConstruct construction profile is lighter to build with compared to Double Deck’s poles & 
beams. This means faster build times and reduced labor costs. You can build in both 90° (=corners) and 
in 180° (=extensions) directions. Use the D30 slot connector to hang b62 frames on it. The migration 
between beConstruct and b62 frames opens many design opportunities in the exhibit and event 
industry. 

beConstruct is our new construction profile that lets you build big and open 
non-load bearing constructions. It’s the perfect solution for designs that 
require more than just frames but less than beTruss. The dimensions of be-
Construct are 124 mm by 124 mm making it fit perfectly within the beMatrix 
system (where width, length and height are always multiples of 62).

180° connection

b62 connection

Adding lighting to your design is a piece of cake. The cross section of 
the beConstruct profile includes a notch to slide in a Track Light Profile 
into it. Even better: there’s a channel on the inside where you can hide 
the cables. They are secured with a clip.

With lighting, you can get as creative as you want! Our ultimate tip is to 
mount a LED strip in the construction profile. This will accentuate the 
poles and emphasise the straight lines in your stand. You undoubtedly 
stand out head and shoulders in the exhibition hall!

Other connectors make it possible to add different 
lighting solutions such as SAM Light and BIG SAM 
Light. Thanks to the M8 hammer nut you can also 
attach a 124d lightbox to your construction.

Finish the 4 sides of the aluminium profile by using 
3mm thick (branded or non-branded) panels, gua-
ranteeing you a sleek result! 

12 13

90° connection (patent pending)
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Double Deck

Landing platform
New landing platform for the Xtreme Solution Double Deck. The existing stairs can easily be mounted 
on this landing platform. On top of that, this new part can be positioned in 3 different directions.

Double Deck 
stair landing 
platform

Art. nr 836 001

Glass railing
We offer a glass railing solution (excl. the glass itself) to spice up your Double Deck. This railing consists 
of a U-profile that you attach with connectors. The glass can be put onto the U-profile. 

© Geronimo x Stand Out XPO

© The Taylex Group
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Steel trolley
This complete steel trolley can be used to stack the beams and poles. The staircase cannot be put on 
the trolley. We recommend to transport this on a pallet.

Profile separator & bottom support
If you want to build your own case for transportation; you can do so with these products.

Double Deck 
trolley Art. nr 990 60 37

Profile 
separator Art. nr 990 60 37 01

Bottom
support Art. nr 990 60 37 02
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Lighting
Big Sam Light

The BIG SAM Light is het perfect solution for equal illumination of large surfaces. The adjustable LED 
light gives you maximal flexibility as you can turn it 340°. This allows you to mount it at the top of the 
structure as well as below depending on the desired exposure.

The power supply is integrated in the light, so no hassle anymore to hide the power supplies. You 
can connect the light directly on the net of 110 or 220V. Above that the cables have a security lock to 
prevent disconnecting and when the current exceeds the maximum you can easily push the integrated 
safety function that shuts down and resets the light.

ART. NR: 250 05 51 S

DIMENSION: 562x165x51 MM

WEIGHT: 1,74 KG

LUMINOUS FLUX: 4600 LM

COLOUR TEMPERATURE: 2700 K / 3500 K / 5000K

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION: 42 W

Technical specifications

• 3 colour temperatures

• 1 BIG lighting head

• 4600 lumen

• 42W power consumption

• Connecting up to 20 lights

• Security lock to prevent disconnecting cables

• Integrated safety function when current > max

• Flightcase with 10 lights

• Light a wall up from 2.5m

• Light a complete wall or a part of your stand

Connectable lights
It is possible to connect up to 20 BIG SAM lights on only one power supply, and this with the extension 
cables that come with the lights.

3 in 1
The light consists of a 3-in-1 principle: you can switch easily between three colour temperatures: cold, 
neutral and warm light. This gives you the opportunity to adjust them to the atmosphere you want to 
create. 

CELight SAM Side connector
To answer to your questions, we have added this special product 
as a standard article in our range. The connector is used for the 
fixation of our lighting range (SAM, big SAM, …) onto a horizontal 
frame (mostly a ceiling frame).

Scan and see 
how it works!
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124D Lightbox

Our newest innovation in the lightbox range is the 124d sideLED 
lightbox. It works as a building block in your beMatrix range and 
is now more modular than ever!

It’s lower and thinner profile ensures that there is less chance of shadow and that the light output is 
bigger and better. The lightbox is easy to mount and can also go infinitely wide thanks to intermediate 
tubes that guarantee you strength in your construction. 

Technical specifications
• Adjusted lighting beam that allows you to illuminate at a shorter distance on two sides and there-

fore also has a bigger light output and can be perfectly used in bigger designs. 
• Non-binary end to the inserted LED that perfectly fits its own built-in transfo. This means, no more 

hassle with male and female ends of cables!
• Technical innovation: we replaced the joining set of 48 screws with an aluminium corner piece. 

Just slide the profile in and fasten it with 2 screws.
• All profiles are sawn off straight to support modulairy. By using a 180° connector, you can easily 

join 2 straight profiles together to have another size of lightbox.
• The LED strip is secured with handy clips that also provide cut-outs for clamping cables. This en-

sures easy cabling.
• Intermediate tubes are provided for larger structures. These are attached with clips.

The 62s is our only single sided lightbox in the range with a 
width of 62mm which fits perfectly with b62 frames. This 
makes it the perfect building block in your range. Thanks to the 
powerful improved sideLED modules, a very visible item that 
can change your design immediately. 

To ensure the stability of the frame we advise a maximum dimension of 992 x 2976 mm. If there is extra 
support from the surrounding frames, your construction can go up to 1488 x 2976 mm.

62s Lightbox

This Lightbox can be 
suspended on the new 
beConstruct profile.
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The 186D lightbox is a double sided lightbox with a width of 186 
mm. This ensures you stability in your design and is especially 
created for bigger light constructions where strength is key.

If you want to have a broader look on your 
lightbox and your stand, this is the perfect 
lightbox to use! You can either integrate it 
or use it as a standalone object.

© All Art Design

© Wise x No Limits

As an extra we’ve created a new cover of 186mm wide to cover up a the holes of a lightbox 186D to 
have a smooth finished lightbox like you see in the pictures of the finished stand of the Panama project.

186D sideLED Lightbox
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AV Solutions
beTV

No more mounting a TV into your stand using a brac-
ket! Forget seeing cables and troubles with hiding 
them. Gabs between your TV and your stand design? 
All of that is in the past with the beMatrix beTV. The 
ultimate electronics building block and eye catcher of 
your design!

beTV is a professional retail 75” TV integrated in a 
b62 beMatrix frame with dimensions 992 x 1984. 
Both portrait or landscape installation are perfectly 
possible.

It works like a b62 building block that you con-
veniently place into your stand or  that serves as a 
stand-alone. The backside can be finished with 3 mm 
panels or textile.

Technical specifications
• Landscape & portrait usage
• 24h/7d
• 3y warranty
• Brightness (500 nit) is 2x times 

more than consumer TV
• Fast recovery IPS panel with 4K resolution
• Dustproof: important for fairs
• Wide viewing angle (no colour wash)
• Embedded content player (4GB internal memory)
• Clear view panel with non-glair coating
• Built-in Wi-Fi access point: important for fairs
• 3 HDMI inputs, 1 DVI in, DP in and out (for linking)
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MybeMatrix
beCAD inventor

Designing and managing a beMatrix project is as easy as building one. Thanks to our new 3D software 
solution, beCAD inventor, you can unlock the full potential of your inventor license. The beMatrix 
engine and plugin help you improve and automate your design process.

You don’t know whether it’s best to go for beCAD web or the beCAD Inventor plug-in? Let us list the 
differences for you:

beCAD

web

beCAD

inventor

installation browser (free) desktop

product library limited - simplified - delay all parts - detailed - syncronised

remove and manip-

ulate connectors
✓

replace frame by door ✓

swap transparant ✓ ✓

place panels & panel plan ✓ ✓

generate quote ✓
add image on (mul-

tiple) panels
✓ (automatic) ✓ (manual)

autosave ✓

export BOM to Excel ✓ ✓

2D auto drawing ✓
import external parts, 

hybrid stands
✓

create new parts/specials ✓

share with customers ✓ (share link) ✓ (share link to free viewer)

calculate connectors ✓ ✓

place covers automatic ✓ ✓
place accesso-

ries on frame
✓ (limited) ✓

export to full detail DWG ✓ ✓

Carbon footprint calculator

The demand for a carbon neutral stand is increasing so beMatrix developed a carbon footprint calcu-
lator. This will help our users to calculate the footprint of a stand’s structure and finish based on 
standards formulated in the Bilan Carbon. For each created design, they can research what the CO2 
emission impact of a material choice is. 
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